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Abstract

Recent years have witnessed the boom of online sharing me-
dia contents, which raise significant challenges in effective
management and retrieval. Though a large amount of efforts
have been made, precise retrieval on video shots with cer-
tain topics has been largely ignored. At the same time, due
to the popularity of novel time-sync comments, or so-called
“bullet-screen comments”, video semantics could be now
combined with timestamps to support further research on
temporal video labeling. In this paper, we propose a novel
video understanding framework to assign temporal labels on
highlighted video shots. To be specific, due to the informal
expression of bullet-screen comments, we first propose a tem-
poral deep structured semantic model (T-DSSM) to represent
comments into semantic vectors by taking advantage of their
temporal correlation. Then, video highlights are recognized
and labeled via semantic vectors in a supervised way. Exten-
sive experiments on a real-world dataset prove that our frame-
work could effectively label video highlights with a signifi-
cant margin compared with baselines, which clearly validates
the potential of our framework on video understanding, as
well as bullet-screen comments interpretation.

1 Introduction

Recently, the booming of online video-sharing websites
raises significant challenges in effective management and re-
trieval of videos. Though a large amount of efforts have been
made on automatic labeling to enrich the metadata, usually
they focus on the whole video, while precise labeling with
timestamp on video shots has been largely ignored. Consid-
ering the situation that sometimes users tend to view only
parts of video shots on certain topics, e.g., shots about a
certain style or a certain movie star, however, they have to
browse the whole video if without assistance of temporal
labels. Thus, video labeling with both semantics and times-
tamps is urgently required.

At the same time, thanks to the emergence of the novel
time-sync comments, or so-called “bullet-screen com-
ments”, real-time comments on video shots are now avail-
able, e.g., niconico in Japan or Bilibili in China. The “bullet-
screen” is named after the scene of comments flying across
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the screen, which is similar with the barrage of bullets. In-
tuitively, users will send a bullet-screen comment according
to the current video shot, thus new opportunities occur for
temporal video labeling, as video contents could now be ac-
curately located with timestamps.

Though some prior arts have been carried out on bullet-
screen comments analysis, e.g., (Lin, Ito, and Hirokawa
2014) and (Wu and Ito 2014), usually they just focus on
simple statistics that could hardly solve practical problems.
Some other works like (Wu et al. 2014) attempt to semanti-
cally understand comments, which may fail due to informal
expressions. For instance, “2333” presents laughing while
“high-energy” means climax, which cannot be interpreted
by literal meanings. To that end, in this paper, we propose a
novel video understanding framework to better interpret the
bullet-screen comments, and then assign temporal label to
highlight video shots.

Specially, to deal with the informal expression of bullet-
screen comments, we design a temporal deep structured se-
mantic model (T-DSSM) to represent comments into seman-
tic vectors, where the model is trained via EM algorithm
by harnessing the temporal correlation between comments.
Further, we build the mapping from semantic vectors to the
pre-defined labels in a supervised way, while video high-
lights will then be recognized and labeled. To the best of our
knowledge, we are among the first ones who utilize bullet-
screen comments to recognize and label videos in a super-
vised way. Moreover, we design an EM based learning algo-
rithm for training T-DSSM to achieve semantic embedding,
which is proven effective.

The extensive experiments on real-world dataset prove
that our framework could effectively label video highlights
with a significant margin compared with baselines, which
validates the potential of our framework on video under-
standing, as well as bullet-screen comments interpretation.

2 Problem Definition and Framework

In this paper, we target at finding and labeling video
“highlights”, i.e., video shots focusing on certain topics (la-
bels). Intuitively, this task could be solved in a supervised
way, which is defined mathematically as follow:

Definition 1 Given the training set of videos with bullet-
screen comments Ctrain = {< text, time >}, as well
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Table 1: Mathematical Notations.
SYMBOL DESCRIPTION

C = {< text, time >} bullet-screen comments set
L = {< ts, te, lt >} temporal labels

ci a piece of bullet-screen comment
vi corresponding semantic vector of ci
sj a highlighted video shot
fj corresponding feature vector of si

as temporal labels Ltrain = {< ts, te, lt >} in which
< ts, te > indicates the timestamps (start and end) and lt
presents the label type, the target is to precisely assign tem-
poral labels Lpredict = {< t

′
s, t

′
e, lt

′
>} to the test set

Ctest, where each < t
′
s, t

′
e > indicates a video highlight

with corresponding label as lt
′
.

To solve this task, we should first deal with the informal
expression of bullet-screen comments by representing them
as semantic vectors, and then build the mapping from se-
mantic vectors to temporal labels for recognizing and label-
ing video highlights. The two-stage framework will be for-
mulated as follows:

Semantic embedding stage. In this stage, we design the
“Temporal Deep Structured Semantic Model” (T-DSSM) to
represent each bullet-screen comment ci as corresponding
semantic vector vi via semantic embedding.

Highlight understanding stage. In this stage, we focus
on highlight recognizing and labeling in a supervised way.
To be specific, we: 1) Split video stream into slides in equal
length as S, which will be treated as the basic unit in our
framework. 2) Strain in training samples with correspond-
ing labels will be trained to building the mapping ξ from
semantic vector vi to semantic label ltk. 3) For each slide
si ∈ Stest, we determine whether the slide is concentrated
in certain topics, then label it via ξ to achieve corresponding
lki. 4) We merge them according to the same lti to achieve
the final Lpredict.

Related technical details will be discussed in Section 3
and Section 4. Also, some relevant notations are summarized
in Table 1.

3 Comment Semantic Embedding

In this section, we will discuss how to achieve semantic
presentation for bullet-screen comments via Temporal Deep
Structured Semantic Models (T-DSSM). To be specific, we
will first introduce the overall T-DSSM architecture, and
then explain the details of model learning.

First of all, we focus on the architecture of T-DSSM
model. As shown in Figure. 1, our model is based on DSSM,
which is a typical DNN (Huang et al. 2013). In this archi-
tecture, all text of a comment c will be first encoded into
raw bag-of-words feature, and then put into the input layer.
We choose to put the entire sentence into the network, since
bullet-screen comments are usually short phrases or fixed
allusions, which is difficult to be split. Also, there are in-
formal expressions exist, which could hardly be solved by
traditional NLP techniques. Finally, we have the output as
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Figure 1: The architecture of T-DSSM with 3 hidden layers.

semantic vector v which indicate the comment’s representa-
tion in semantic space.

In detail, we have a DNN with 3 hidden layers in which
each of them has 100 neurons. The input vector, also known
as the raw features of comment, contain 2000 dimensions
in total, while for the semantic embedding output, we have
100-dimensional vectors. Besides, we have tanh used as ac-
tivation function for all layers.

As the overall architecture has been proposed, we then
turn to introduce how to learn the T-DSSM model. To ini-
tialize the model, we first randomly set the weights of neural
network following the uniform distribution in the range be-
tween −√

6/(nin+ nout) and
√
6/(nin+ nout) as sug-

gested in (Orr and Müller 2003), where nin and nout sep-
arately refers to the number of input and output neurons.
Then, the T-DSSM will be trained via optimizing a loss
function with respect to its parameters, which is well-known
as back-propagation (BP) (Hecht-Nielsen 1989).

Our loss function is designed based on contrast learning,
i.e., for each comment c0, we target at maximizing the sim-
ilarities between semantic vectors of c0 and those positive
samples presented as c+. On the contrary, the similarities
between c0 and negative samples, labeled as c−, should be
minimized. So, the objective function could be formulated
as below:

H(c+, c−|c0) = eSim(c+,c0)

eSim(c+,c0) + eSim(c−,c0)
, (1)

where Sim(c1, c2) means the cosine similarity between two
their semantic vectors v1, v2 obtained from the DNN’ s feed
forward stage.

Intuitively, as we realize that bullet-screen comments con-
tain so called “temporal correlation”, i.e., when users send
a bullet-screen comment, they may refer to the current video
shot as well as previous comments, thus, semantic vectors of
adjacent comments could be reasonably similar. Based on
this phenomenon, we set an area A0 around c0 on the video
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stream, where A0 has n seconds in length, and comments
within A0 will be treated as semantically similar. Then, we
can choose c+ from A0.

But for c−, there is no guarantee that comments outside
A0 are not similar to c0 and to our pilot study, simply select-
ing comments outside A0 to train the model may result in
difficulty in convergence. One better choice is to regard c−
as latent variable, and instead of maximizing H(c+, c−|c0)
directly, parameters are estimated by maximum likelihood
estimate (MLE) determined by the marginal likelihood of
the observable c+ through EM algorithm (Dempster, Laird,
and Rubin 1977):

L(θ) = P (c+|c0) =
∑

c−

P (c+, c−|c0), (2)

in which

P (c+, c−|c0) = eH(c+,c−|c0)
∑

c
′
+

∑
c
′
−
eH(c

′
+,c

′
−|c0)

. (3)

At last, the training procedure can be described as: For
every comment c0, we repeat the following steps until the
model converges.

Sampling Step. Find the positive set C+ = {c+} which
contains all possible comments in A0. Then, sample nega-
tive set C− = {c−} randomly outside A0 but ensure that
C− has the same size with C+.

E Step. Calculate the expected value of the log likelihood
function, with respect to the conditional distribution of c−
given c+ under the current estimate of the parameters θ(t),
where

Q(θ|θ(t)) = Ec−|c+ [logP (c+, c−|c0)] , (4)

while the distribution of c− given c+ is defined as:

P (c−|c+) = eSim(c+,c−)

∑
c
′
−∈C− eSim(c+,c

′
−)

. (5)

M Step. Update the parameter which maximizes
Q(θ|θ(t)) via Stochastic Gradient Ascent (SGA).

Based on EM steps, our likelihood function can be max-
imized through iteratively maximizing its lower bound,
which ensures the convergence of our model and the per-
formance of semantic embedding. Furthermore, since the
number of comments in A0 is relatively small, sizes of both
C+ and C− are also limited, which means the computa-
tional cost of training process is acceptable. Even though
we sample C− to approximate P (c−|c+), to our observa-
tion, sampling C− with the same size as C+ can already
gain a good performance compared with optimizing func-
tion H(c+, c−|c0) directly.

4 Highlight Understanding

In this section, we will focus on recognizing and labeling
video highlights based on comments’ semantic vectors.

Preparation

As temporal label not only contains type information, but
also time range in the video, we first set a m seconds time-
window to split the video stream into slides as illustrated in
Figure. 2. For each slide, we treat it as the basic unit and
extract its feature for labeling.

In our case, the feature is presented as latent topics re-
vealed from clustering semantic vectors, where the latent
topics will benefit for further analysis: 1) The reduction in
dimensionality of semantic vectors with reserving discrim-
inating parts will further improve the effectiveness of clas-
sifiers. 2) It provides an intuitive explanation of similarities
between bullet-screen comments, which will benefit the dis-
cussion on semantic understanding and labeling. 3) The la-
tent factors could better indicate the concentration of topics
within a single slide.

For simplicity, we conduct the classical DBSCAN algo-
rithm to cluster semantic vectors. We tune its parameters by
keeping the cluster number k which is also known as the
number of latent topics ,while the strategy to select k will be
discussed in experimental part.

After clustering, we will turn to introduce the recognizing,
labeling and merging steps.

Recognizing Step

As all preparatory steps are done, we now turn to recognize
the highlight shots in videos, since compared with those all-
inclusive shots, we tend to highlight shots which concen-
trate on fewer topics for labeling as more information could
be gained. So, we label each comment with the correspond-
ing cluster (topic) and for each slide, we could simply cal-
culate comment frequency on each topic and denote it as
feature f . Specially, if we have a semantically concentrating
slide, for the topic frequencies, they may have higher vari-
ance and lower information entropy, thus, we formulate the
concentrating rating as follow:

rating =

∑k
i (fi−f̄)

k∑
p −p log(p)

, (6)

in which p is normalized form of f , i.e., pi = fi∑
j fj

(fi �= 0),

and
∑

p −p log(p) here is indeed the entropy of p. Then,
slides with their concentrating ratings larger then a thresh-
old will be recognized as highlight slides Shighlight = {<
ts, te, f >}, where ts, te indicates the time range of slide, f
means the comment frequency on topics.

Note that the threshold here is set dynamically in different
videos. For each video, we can calculate a series of ratings
for the slides and then find the max and min. The threshold
is set as α ∗ min + (1 − α) ∗ max, (0 ≤ α ≤ 1), where
α is called pass rate and the sensitiveness of α will also be
discussed in experimental part.

Labeling Step

The highlight slides Shighlight = {< ts, te, f >} are now
obtained, and we turn to label them with our preset highlight
types in a supervised way. First, we will train a classifier.
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Figure 2: Illustration of the labeling framework.

Considering there is a training set with bullet-screen com-
ments Ctrain and a series of existing labels Ltrain = {<
ts, te, lt >}, we split Ctrain into slides and then calculate f
for each slide. After that, f is used as feature and a classifier
ξ(f) → lt is learnt mapping f to lt.

When we get the classifier, every slide < ts, te, f > in
Shighlight can be labeled with a human understandable lt
through ξ, and finally we get Slabeled = {< ts, te, lt >}.
In our case, SVMs is chosen to perform robust and efficient
multi-classification.

Merging Step

Finally, we design an easy heuristic method to merge the
adjacent slides in Slabeled. For any adjacent slide pair <
ts1, te1, lt1 > and < ts2, te2, lt2 >, i.e., ts2 = te1, if we
have lt1 = lt2, we will merge these two slides into a new
one < ts1, te2, lt1 >. After all slides in Slabeled are merged,
we finally get temporal labels Lpredict.

5 Experiments

To validate our framework, in this section, we will con-
duct experiments compared with several baselines. Then we
further discuss the parameter sensitiveness and some phe-
nomenons observed in our experiments.

Dataset Preparation

We choose to illustrate our work on a real-world data set
extracted from Bilibili 1, which is one of the largest video-
sharing platforms focusing on animation, TV series and
game videos. Specially, totally 133,250 comments are ex-
tracted, corresponds to 1,600 minutes long videos of differ-
ent types of animation. For each bullet-screen comment, we
obtain the text and time of occurrence, i.e., in the form of
C = {< text, time >}.

For data pre-processing, we first filter those comments
that are extremely long. Based on our observation, the av-
erage length of bullet-screen comments is 8.57 and most of
comments contain less than 20 characters. Thus, comments

1 http://www.bilibili.com/

that longer than 40 characters will be regarded as noise and
then deleted. Also, the invisible comment that only con-
tains space characters is also removed. Finally, we merge
those comments with only differences in suffix with repeated
words. For instance, “23333” and “23333333”, or “yoooo”
and “yooooooo” will be merged.

We randomly select half of commented videos as training
set Ctrain and others as testing set Ctest.

Experimental Setup

In our framework, parameter n which is the size of A0 in T-
DSSM is set as 5 seconds since it might be the most suitable
length in majority of cases according to our observation, and
also, it is the time for comments to fly across the screen. In
highlight understanding stage, the window size m to split the
video stream is set as twice as n, and we respectively set the
number of clusters k and the pass rate α as 26 and 0.3. We
will explain how to determine parameters k and α in detail
later. As few works about highlight labeling has been done
before, to evaluate the performance of our framework, we
consider 2 straightforward baseline models to compare with:
Word based and LDA (Blei, Ng, and Jordan 2003) based.

Word based. In this model, we generate a distribution of
words instead of latent topics for each window-slide. Thus,
the highlight recognizing and labeling can be performed
based on the topics via steps mentioned in Section 4. The
pass rate α is set to be 0.3 as it achieves the best performance
for this model.

LDA based. Each slide of comments is regarded as a doc-
ument in topic model. LDA is used to obtain the distribution
of topics for each slide. The number of topics is set as 26
at first which is identical to the number of clusters in our
framework, and then tuned for acquiring best performance.
After at least 1000 loops of iteration, distribution on topics is
generated for each slide and then we obtain temporal labels
through the approach as described in Section 4.

To evaluate the performance we have three experts who
are professional in Japanese anime to label the training sam-
ples in fold ways. In detail, they were required to watch the
episodes that were randomly selected from videos, and at
the same time, they were also given some pre-defined labels.
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Due to the limitation of extracted samples, we only select 10
types here as ground truth to generally validate the potential
of our framework, while more labels could be easily added
when more videos extracted. These labels contain types de-
scribe scenes, e.g., “funny”, “moving”, “surprising”, “sad”,
“magnificent fighting” and types describe characters, e.g.,
“cool”, “lovely girl”, “sexy shot” and even type about music
,e.g., “OP”, “BGM”. Once they considered a plot is mean-
ingful that matches the description of one from the given
labels, they would take a record of the start and end time in
the form of < t+s , t

+
e , lt

+ >. Thus, we can obtain the series
of labels L+ = {< t+s1, t

+
e1, lt

+
1 >} as the ground truth for

further evaluation.
In order to measure the overall performance, we define

the metric as hittime as the overlap of labeling result with
ground truth as follow:

hittime =
∑

Li.lt=L+
j .lt

Li ∩ L+
j , (7)

where Li ∩ L+
j represents the overlapped time of the two

labels. Then precision, recall and F1 score are available.
Moreover, if only length is focused, when a long shot is
correctly labeled, some short but significant shots might be
ignored. Thus, we further design other two sets of metrics,
i.e., Precision / Recall of labels, which measures the per-
formance of semantic label discovery, and also the Recall of
shots, which weight the effectiveness of highlight mining.

In detail, Precision / Recall of labels is based on hitlabel
where hitlabel is defined as the number of different types in
hit shots which has the same highlight type with the ground
truth label L+ with their overlapped time longer than 80%
the length of L+. Recall of shots is defined through hitshot
which is the number of hit shots.

Overall Results

The overall experimental results of these models are sum-
marized in Table 2. We can see that our T-DSSM based
framework outperforms the other models in all of four met-
rics. No surprisingly, word based method achieves the low-
est precision since it totally ignores the comment content.
LDA shows a little improvement, and both of them infer
comments’ topic based on words. As words can not well re-
flect the meaning of topics, their performances still have a
big margin compared to ours. Furthermore, since they could
not represent the actual meaning of comments sometimes,
both of them are comparatively week in discover labels with
rare types, so their Precisionlabel and Recalllabel is obvi-
ously lower than ours. In contrast, our model uses seman-
tic vectors which can be better in discovering topics from
comments since they are able to present the internal rela-
tionship among comments even though they have no literal
association. Thus, it is proved to be reasonable that T-DSSM
based framework is more suitable for understanding videos
by comments with temporal correlation and latent meaning.

Sensitivity of Parameters

Since the performance of our framework may be affected by
the parameters, it is crucial for us to determine the parame-

Table 2: Performance of these models.
Model Word based LDA T-DSSM

Precision 0.3509 0.3695 0.4575

Recall 0.3885 0.4013 0.4969

F1 0.3687 0.3847 0.4764

Precisionlabel 0.4992 0.5139 0.6103

Recalllabel 0.4452 0.4547 0.5738

Recallshot 0.3486 0.3669 0.4770

ters and also necessary to analyze the impacts of parameters
on the final performance. Basically, there are two parameters
in our model to be determined, i.e., the number of clusters
(latent topics) k and the pass rate α used to determine high-
light time range.

For the former, we followed the previous studies and
adopted the average distance within clusters to measure the
quality of clustering. As shown in Figure. 3(a), we evalu-
ate the average distance for different k. When the number
of clusters k grows from 2 to 20, the average distance also
considered as the loss of clustering reduces rapidly. After k
is greater than 30, this loss tends to be stable, which guides
us to further fine tune the parameter k based on the other
metrics Precision and Recall. As shown in Figure. 3(b),
we evaluate our model with different k from 22 to 28 in
Precision and Recall. For other metrics, we omit their fig-
ures due to the similarity of the results.

For the pass rate α which is used to recognize highlight
slides, we evaluate the Precision and Recall of our model
with different α from 0.1 to 0.5, the result of which is shown
in Figure. 3(c). We have discussed in Section 4 that α de-
cides the number and the length of highlight slides, hence, it
would influence the performance of our model to some ex-
tent. From Figure. 3(c), we can see that the Precision de-
creases and the Recall increases as α grows from 0.1 to 0.5
with a step of 0.05. With relatively small α, our framework
can generate more highlight slides, which could improve the
Recall and decline the Precision at the same time. We ob-
serve that when α is set as 0.3, our model can achieve the
best performance in F1 score. Moreover, no matter what
value we give to α within this interval (i.e. [0.1, 0.5]), our
T-DSSM based framework is always superior to the other
baseline models.

To well capture the parameters for other applications, we
have some experience that can reduce the efforts for this. For
instance, we can define a threshold to judge whether average
distance has been converged, based on which the number
of clusters k can be determined easily. Moreover, α can be
initialized with 0.3, and it is better to subsample the data and
obtain a small groups of data for further tuning.

Discussion

Here, we will discuss two phenomenons found in our result.
First, we have observed that video shots labeled with

“magnificent fighting” may have two kinds of comments:
those related to “Shana”, “wu ru sai” from anime “Shaku-
gan No Shana” and thoes about “Kanade” or “hand sonic”
from anime “Angel Beats”. In fact, this phenomenon shows
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Figure 3: The influence of parameter k and α. (a) Average Distance w.r.t. k, (b) Precision and Recall w.r.t. k, (c) Precision and
Recall w.r.t. α

us that “magnificent fighting” could be further divided into
“Shana battle scene” and “angel battle scene”, and if so, a
user may get more accuracy result when he aim to search one
of them. So we notice that available labels in our framework
will not be limited within the 10 types about scene, charac-
ter and music in our experiment. They can be extended to
more special use like recognizing some identical people or
scenario in a video.

Moreover, we have observed that most of labels in “mov-
ing” type stops earlier than the ground truth. To explain this,
we should know that “moving” is always relevant to shots
with heavy mind and most users prefer to send “QWQ” or
“tears eyes” only at the beginning of it. Due to the impres-
siveness of the shot, viewers may be totally absorbed in the
video and have no spare to send comments later. Hence,
there will be fewer comments appear near to the end of the
shot which is difficult to be recognized as “moving”. We ob-
served from the cases that although there are slight but reg-
ular errors due to the user habit for different topics, they can
be well interpreted.

6 Related Work

Researches on bullet-screen comments are comparatively
rare since it is a new interactive mode around video-sharing.
Most of the works focused on some statistics for bullet-
screen comments and the correlation between comments and
videos. (Lin, Ito, and Hirokawa 2014) proposed a statisti-
cal method to identify whether a Chinese word is a loan-
word from Japanese or not based on bullet-screen com-
ments. (Wu and Ito 2014) investigated correlation between
emotional comments and popularity of a video. A Temporal
and Personalized Topic Model (TPTM) proposed by (Wu et
al. 2014) generates time-sync video tags for videos using
comments. However, there are few works about temporal la-
beling and all their works are based on words rather than the
understanding in semantics, so it will be difficult in coping
with the informal expression of comments.

Another work related to ours is word/semantic embed-
ding. Due to the success of deep learning in image and
speech recognition area (Hinton, Osindero, and Teh 2006;
Hinton et al. 2012; Deng et al. 2013), performing seman-
tic embedding by deep structured models has turned out to
be a very successful approach. Word/Semantic embedding

technique were used in natural language processing (NLP)
to simplify and improve performance (Turian, Ratinov, and
Bengio 2010; Collobert et al. 2011; Socher et al. 2013)
where words or phrases from the vocabulary are represented
as vectors of real numbers in a low dimensional space. A
deep structured semantic model (DSSM) was developed in
which raw term vector of a query or document is mapped
into a common low-dimensional semantic vector through a
feed-forward neural network (Huang et al. 2013). However,
most of existing methods are suitable for documents with
strict syntax which the bullet-screen comments do not have.
Based on DSSM, our proposed model is designed to analyze
such short text with temporal-correlation.

There are also some works around video highlight extrac-
tion, in which segments with highlight are extracted from
sport videos (Hanjalic 2005; Kathirvel, Manikandan, and
Soman 2011), e.g., baseball (Hu et al. 2011) or soccer (Wang
et al. 2014) games. No doubt that their applications are lim-
ited within sports videos since their methods are based on
identical scene in visual, and they also cannot tell the type
of the highlights.

7 Conclusions and Future Work

In this paper, we proposed a novel video understanding
framework to assign temporal labels on highlighted video
shots. To deal with the informal expression of bullet-screen
comments, T-DSSM was designed to represent comments
into semantic vectors with taking advantage of their tem-
poral correlation. Then, video highlight shots were recog-
nized and finally temporally labeled via mapping seman-
tic vectors in a supervised way. Experiments on real-world
dataset proved that our framework could effectively label
video highlights with a significant improvement compared
with several baselines, which clearly validates the potential
of our framework on video understanding, as well as bullet-
screen comments interpretation.

In the future, we will focus on the following two potential
directions along this line. First, we will further adapt the raw
comment feature as the input of T-DSSM to make it suitable
for all languages. Second, we will extend our framework in
multi-labeling the highlights.
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